WARRINGAH FRINGE CAMPAIGN
Eight months before the 2019 election a fringe, or guerilla, campaign by
concerned, but totally unconnected, citizens sprang up spontaneously all
over the Warringah electorate in response to the question ‘What can I do?
N.B.
We had no knowledge of, or connection to, the campaign to select a
candidate.
Its not rocket science. There are many other ideas out there.
The following is a just summary of what we did, to help other newbies like
us.
Our big take-away from the Warringah campaign is just do something, and
START NOW.
WHY
These activities were effective and reached voters in ways that the official campaign
could not.
One important advantage of starting a campaign months before an election, is that
potential independent candidates will be witnessing all this action, which will help them
form a belief in the possibility of winning.
People unconsciously follow the herd.
Many different ‘actions’ such as chalking, posters, stickers and street theatre reached
different sections of the community and gave the impression that the ‘mob’ was moving
in a certain direction.
These groups were never part of the official campaign and while remaining independent
of it, were always mindful not to do anything counter to the eventual official campaign.
Fringe groups can play a fundamental role in changing the political landscape. They can
benefit the formal campaign without seeming to have any connection to it.

You need to start early, to educate and condition the public.

It takes a lot to change traditional voting habits, so don’t wait till the election
is called. That is too late.
Start Now.
HOW
Below is a summary of these actions and what was learned. Other groups can use them
and adapt them for their own electorate.
There will be many other good ideas out there.
We are merely passing this on in order to short-cut the learning process for other
fledgling groups.

WHAT
1.A lone ranger pasted posters featuring Abbott’s photo and his infamous clangers in

high profile places.
These built a large, younger tribe who re- posted the pics all over Instagram.
2. Another group did chalking along promenades and footpaths at busy places such as
shopping hubs.
3. Another used attention-getting 2.5 metre high inflated dinosaurs with accompanying 3
mtr high signs.
4.There were T-shirts & tote bags & coffee cups which were all walking billboards.
5. Facebook page featuring interviews with respected locals, like a local dentist, saying
why they were voting against Abbott, whilst photographed wearing a ‘Vote Tony Out’ TV
t-shirt was very effective.
6. Two groups used very large 5 metre vinyl banners to promote their message.
One (Abbott Proof Fence) ended up in Niki Savva’s book Plots and Prayers.
You never know who is looking.

FIRST STEPS
Set up a Signal message group, preferred over WhatsAp because it is more securely
encrypted.
The more successful you are and the more of a threat you pose, the more likely you are
to be hacked, by you-know-who. They WILL do it.

CHALKING
Cheap, quick and pithy. Using chalk instead of paint means the message is ephemeral
and not illegal.
Nonetheless, for your privacy, look out for CCTV cameras, so write your messages at
night and wear a brimmed hat or hoodie. This early action started to raise community
awareness.
Choose high visibility spots: footpaths, retaining walls, road surfaces, (particularly uphill
aspects), near schools, shopping centres, clubs, sports grounds, taking care not to
damage public property.
To state the obvious, never write on private property.
Three examples may help:
OUST ABBOTT
VOTE TONY OUT
TONY ABBOTT DOES NOT REPRESENT ME

Anecdote: At a post-election meeting of all the groups, one man said that when he saw
the chalked message TONY ABBOTT DOES NOT REPRESENT ME in Mosman he

realised that others were feeling the same way as him. It became his catalyst for action.

STICKERS
These are fairly cheap and get a lot of eye-balls. We saw them on prams and dog
collars.
Most printers will do them.
• ‘Vote Dinosaurs Out’ were given out at the dinosaur street theatre.
• Other groups made stickers such as Vote Tony Out and Abbott Must Go.
Members of Mark Kelly’s ‘Vote Tony Out’ campaign handed out VTO stickers and tote
bags. These are terrific ice-breakers to engage with constituents on Sunday mornings at
popular promenade spots.
People stuck them on their cars, bikes, letter boxes and even dogs, right across the
electorate.

BANNERS
• Can be cheap and reach a wide public at peak hours 7-9am & 3-6pm.
DO NOT LEAVE UNATTENDED OR THEY WILL BE REMOVED.
• High visibility spots eg overhead pedestrian bridges straddling busy roads & at busy
roundabouts.

This 8m banner was staged at Manly Beach as the morning swimming club came out of
the water.
Designed for maximum media attention, traditional media and Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter. Vote Tony Out campaign February 2019

This is an early version of the ABBOTT PROOF FENCE banner made from three
corflutes.

The message was later put onto a 5m vinyl banner and taken all over the electorate - a
big improvement.

HOW TO MAKE A CHEAP BANNER
1Use two vinyl blinds (from Spotlight, Lindcraft, seconds shops). Sew end-to-end.
A sailmaker, bootmaker or any heavy duty sewing machine will do the job.
2. In a plain font, copy all letters of the alphabet in big CAPS in pdf print format and
copy onto a USB.
3. Take USB to Officeworks and get them to print out each letter on A4 light/medium
cardboard.
4. Cut out letters using a Stanley knife and ruler to get a clean, sharp edge – not
scissors.
5. Use these as templates to write out your message, using texta, on the vinyl material.

6. Use eyelet punch to make strong holes through which you can tie the banner by
ropes to fences, trees etc.
7. Write your message as large as you can for readability from moving traffic.
8. Minimum of two people is needed to tie the banner and engage with passing traffic.
This is important – smiling, waving and ‘thumbs up’ to drivers makes other drivers think
there is a large volume of drivers giving approval to the banner. In actual fact, we waved
and smiled randomly to all cars as a strategy to spread that impression. Building the
tribe.

STREET THEATRE
Street theatre is effective because its highly visible, memorable and photogenic for the
all important media, both traditional and social media. It’s also great fun.

The Dinosaurs became an iconic representation of Abbott’s lack of connection to the
electorate. A humorous metaphor, they were highly visible and perfect for social media
sharing.
Getting out in front of peak-hour traffic, both am and pm, meant thousands of eyeballs
on the messages, for months on end.
They started in early February and continued right thru to election day in May.

Dinosaurs got social media coverage from Julia Baird and Mike Carlton (Twitter);
Instagram and Facebook posts and coverage on TV and radio.

Brainstorm an apt metaphor that will enhance your message.
Dinosaurs reinforced the idea that Abbott’s attitudes were outdated and he was due for
political extinction.
There are lots of ideas to be seen on-line e.g. masks, flags, blow-up costumes with
prices ranging from $10 to $100s.
Go for fun and visibility. The public gets very bored and weary during election
campaigns.
Signage must be BIG and BOLD or drivers can’t read it.
Corflutes measured 1.2 sqm with black and yellow colour schemes imitating road signs.
The professional printer will work out how to fit the messages on the corflutes.
The signs were like big vinyl stickers, just peel and press onto the corflute.

This online printer
https://www.posterbox.com.au did it all for us.
They work out how to print the sign in two sections, in order to cover a big 1.2sqm sign.
Remember to have diamond signs as well as squares.
1sqm may be more convenient given standard print parameters but is definitely not as
effective as larger size.
Minimum of three signs is best. Each sign has a message on both sides giving the
group a total of six messages per action.
Text messages such as “VOTE DINOSAURS OUT” and “PUT TONY LAST” “IDEAS
FROM JURASSIC AGE” and on the reverse a visual msg such as a picture of Abbott
with a red line through it.
Use square and diamond shaped signs for visual variety.
High profile locations where cars or people converge: verges at the tops of hills,
roundabouts, opposite sides to traffic lights with a bit of a park or greenery, ferry
wharves, and Saturday sports grounds.
Do not obstruct or obscure road signage, drivers’ lines of sight, traffic lights and so forth.
Scope out the areas well in advance and be prepared to meet 20 minutes before
starting to get set up.
Take turns to have one member of the group roaming to view the action from the
perspective of the public and suggest adjustments.
Stand at least TWO metres apart otherwise one sign will upstage the other.
# Once an election has been called, each sign must bear the name and address of the
person responsible. This can be via a homemade sticker in tiny print in the bottom
corner.
Pedestrian targets: many want to take photos or selfies – always ask them to post it to
social media.
Have a wrangler who is not part of the performance - very handy for taking pictures for
the public, explaining what you are doing, handing out stickers, liaising with the media

and the unexpected.
There was a lot of movement in the group’s action. The dinosaurs danced and moved
around more freely than the sign bearers,
The sign bearers’ actions were as tightly choreographed as possible. The square signs
alternated with the diamond signs so that drivers would get a mix of visual and text
messages at any one time.
A whistle was used to co-ordinate the turning of the signs – as snappy as possible.
The whistle could be heard above the sounds of traffic and co-ordinated turning made
for attractive visuals.
Based on Department of Transport road data some locations record 4,000 passing cars
per hour.
Kids just loved the dinosaurs, who could also talk and chase them.
Where there are children, there are parents, (who vote).

GENERAL TIPS
Loonies.
There’s often one who will tell you you’re evil, deluded, stupid etc. Be polite and then
ignore them and they will go away for lack of attention.
You are likely to be heckled with “Get a job”, just smile, wave.
Objecting members of the public will report you to the police in the hope that you will be
prevented from protesting and be moved on.
Traffic distraction or obstruction accusations are usual.(See the advice above).
The police are obligated to attend.
We found them good humoured when they saw our antics and we were never moved on
by them even though officers have the power to do so.
Police are entitled to take your name and address but nothing more. They need this for
their incident report.
Have one member of the group to be your spokesperson so the dialogue does not get
confused.

Once the election is called all signage must be authorised. We home-printed stickers
with the name of one of our members and her street address and attached them to a
corner of each sign.
If you are campaigning in a traditionally conservative seat, never claim any connection with
GetUp.
It You may attract media attention so it is valuable to have a media person primed with some
responses to questions about who you are, what’s your purpose, whether you are backed by a
larger entity, which candidate you support and so forth.

SIGN CONSTRUCTION TIPS
Signs are 3m tall but need to fit into normal sized sedans.
The poles are tall but are made of polypipe so come apart in three sections. One piece
of pipe is like a spine, bolted between the two pieces of corflute, which make up the
two-sided sign.
The other two pieces of pipe can be tucked between the corflutes for ease of
transportation and the whole thing can then be assembled in situ, using joiner pieces
(all from Bunnings).
Carrying it pre-assembled is awkward.

A debrief afterwards is essential. Gives the group a chance to discuss the activity, what
worked and what can be improved.
Its also a bonding time for the group.

POSTERS
Black and white posters on telegraph poles and other high vis areas are a cheap and

cheerful ways to bring your message to the electorate.
EIGHT MONTHS before the 2019 Federal election, a lone warrior had the idea of using
Abbott’s photo and his own (deplorable) quotes to remind the electorate of his true
character, such as ‘climate change is crap’ and ‘as Australian do the ironing…’

Note the Instagram logo. Sharing widely on Instagram built a huge following of young
people who were recruited to put up ever more signs.
Just before the election, hundreds of folllwers were mobilised to put up the same sign all
over the electorate, ensuring a maximum number of people saw the same message,
possibly several times.
WARNING
Legal advice is NOT to use quotes unless you have the exact date it was said.
General statements such as “fossil fools in parliament” are an alternative.
More messaging advice down below.

PRINTING POSTERS

Officeworks is cheap and has a self-printing area which is more discreet than standing
at the counter ordering your political posters.
• Download your poster onto a USB in PDF print format
• Take the USB to OfficeWorks
• Staff will print in A3 (double A4) or A2 (four times A4) for you
OR
You can use their DIY photocopier option – cheaper and more discreet. This only does
A3 size (see below).
• To make a cheap LARGE A2 poster (4 times A4) design your poster to fit over two A3
posters. Print the two A3 posters and join them with glue after printing.
If you want colour on your poster, it is much cheaper to add it by hand with texta later.
See below.

This was printed on a plan printer at Officeworks. AO size. $4.28. Its the biggest size
they do.
Canva.com is a great resource for poster design. Its free and reasonably easy to
navigate. Has many more design options (eg borders) than Word

PRACTICAL TIPS
• Simple flour-and-water glue is all you need. Equal parts. Outlasts many rain storms.
• Working out of the boot of a car or station wagon works well
• Use a squeezy tomato sauce bottle or a paint brush to apply glue
• To make the poster more visible, and difficult to remove, post at least 2 metres above
the ground, by standing on a milk crate.
• Telegraph poles are not all equally suited to postering. There are three types:
thin (bad-message wraps around out of sight) thick (good)
hexagonal (best).
• Post at night or early morning
• Wear a hat or hood to make yourself less conspicuous and recognizable
• Park the car away from the poster area and CCTV cameras – number plates can be
read from a distance
STAY ON MESSAGE by Paul Ritchie is the messaging bible used by the Liberal Party.
The author studied political messaging at Harvard and was responsible for Tony
Abbott’s deadly three-word slogans.
Out of print, but available on inter library loan - highly recommended.

MESSAGING BASICS
• Keep wording as short as possible, cutting out unnecessary words
• Use simple easy-to-read fonts such as Franklin
• Have lots of white space
• Keep messages short and pithy
• A person needs to see a message up to ten times before it is internalized, so blanket
the area with the same message for maximum effect
• Get others to post your work on social media – FB Instagram Twitter – it feeds the idea
of a change in the herd’s thinking
• Fr Rod Bower’s Facebook page is a good source of material for topical messaging
GOOD FORTUNE TO US ALL

For more info contact xcob@protonmail.com
ozdoors@gmail.com

We are happy to chat by phone.

